
 AIA COTE TOP TEN STUDENT COMPETITION 
                  Ten Sustainability Measures: 
 
                 Design and Innovation 
         Regional/Community Design 
         Land Use and Site Ecology 
         Bioclimatic Design 
         Light and Air 
         Water Cycle 
         Energy Flows and Energy Future 
         Materials and Construction 
         Long Life, Loose Fit           
         Collective Wisdom and Feedback 
         Loops 
 

            
 

This studio will use the AIA COTE Top Ten Student Design Competition as a framework to explore the use of new 
technologies and strategies in the renovation of the Bailey Residence Hall on the IIT campus.  

Sponsored by the American Institute of Architects Committee on the Environment (AIA COTE) in partnership with the 
Association of Collegiate Schools of Architecture (ACSA), the program challenges students, working individually or in 
teams, to submit projects that use a thoroughly integrated approach to architecture, natural systems, and technology 
to provide architectural solutions that protect and enhance the environment. 

Entries will be judged on their success in addressing ten sustainability measures. Successful responses will 
demonstrate creative and innovative integration of daylighting, materials, water, energy, and ecological systems, 
through a cohesive and beautiful architectural understanding. 

The reinforced concrete frame building, designed by Mies van der Rohe in 1955, Bailey Hall has been vacant for 
years and suffers from deferred maintenance. As part of the 10 sustainability measures, the studio will investigate the 
spatial and formal possibilities of the renovation including structural extensions, breakthroughs of walls and floors, 
façade interventions, and redesign of floor and unit plans. The goal is to provide a quality living environment that 
promotes the well-being of campus residents through well designed facilities and accommodations. 

This will be a comprehensive studio; in addition to graphic representation of building design, the competition requires 
the evaluation of building performance through analytical methods. Students will have the opportunity to experience 
the process of evaluating and improving their designs through a number of technical analysis tasks including 
investigations of: heat losses and gains and thermal performance of the building envelope, sun penetration and solar 
control and embodied energy calculations. 

The objective is to enable the student to understand fundamental aspects of sustainability as a parameter of creating 
high performance architecture in different contexts. The aim is to develop students’ ability to handle complex 
problems and challenges, both aesthetic and technical, and to combine these in ethical, thoughtful, and thereby 
sustainable design.  

Professor Eva Kultermann (kultermann@iit.edu) 
Competition Website: http://www.acsa-arch.org/programs-events/competitions/2016-2017-cote-top-ten-for-students 

RENOVATION OF BAILEY RESIDENCE HALL, IIT  


